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I'm Veronica
FIRST. . . .  CONGRATS!  

I go  by Vee for short and I
am an artist. I love to
immortalize memories for
couples to look back at and
remember the magic. I am
committed to making people
feel the most beautiful and
authentic version of
themselves and express their
love through photography. 

I'm based in Asheville, NC,
and have a passion for the
outdoors and traveling. I am
engaged to my amazing
partner, Kyle and we live with
our fur baby Brodie. 

Why should you choose me? I
believe in having someone
hype you up and be a friend
for your big day. You can trust
me to be there and capture
your moments with your
personality woven into every
shot. 



PRICE GUIDE

Wedding Packages



Collection 1
$2,200
6 hour Photo Coverage
200 Digital Images
Online Gallery, Vision Call, Digital
Download & Rights to Print
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Collection 2
$3,300
8- hour Photo Coverage
2nd Photographer
300 Digital Images
Engagement Session
Online Gallery, Digital Download,
Vision Call & Rights to Print
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Collection 3
$4,400
12-hour Photo Coverage
2nd Photographer
400 Digital Images
Engagement Session
Online Gallery, Digital Download,
Vision Call & Rights to Print



SERVICES GUIDE
The Experience



Extras before the special day.....

Add ons

01 A perfect way for me to get to know you both and
create a fun showcase of your personalities. I promise
you'll laugh on our adventure and I am open to any
type of look you want to create! Starting at $499

Engagement Shoot  

02 Yes, I will hide in a bush. I will be there for the
moment, we can create a way to surprise your partner
and capture this once in a lifetime moment. Starting at
$499

Secret Proposal 

03 Want an empowering present for yourself or your
partner? This is a fun, creative way to embrace yourself
and share with your lover. Starting at $399

Boudoir 



Here are the next steps to secure your date!

Ready to book? 

01 Let's make sure we are the perfect fit! Message me
back for my Q&A and let’s grab a coffee or meet up on
Zoom. 

Vibe Check 

02 When we know this is the right fit and I am available
for your date, let’s sign the wedding contract and put
down the 50% retainer to hold your date.

Let's book!

03 I am here for you up until your big day! Let’s get
excited for your engagement shoot. 

Happy Dance



Thank you!
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